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ABSTRACT

In order to solvemedicalmultimodal queries,we propose to split the queries in

different dimensions using ontology.We extract both textual and visual terms

depending on the ontology dimension they belong to. Based on these terms,

we build different sub queries each corresponds to one query dimension. Then

we use Boolean expressions on these sub queries to filter the entire document

collection. The filtered document set is ranked using the techniques in Vector

SpaceModel.We also combine the ranked lists generated using both text and

image indexes to further improve the retrieval performance.Wehave achieved

the best overall performance for the Medical Image Retrieval Task in CLEF

2005. These experimental results show that while most queries are better

handled by the text query processing as most semantic information are

contained in the medical text cases, both textual and visual ontology

dimensionsarecomplementary in improving the resultsduringmedia fusion.

1. INTRODUCTION

In specific domains such asmedicine, the task of information retrieval is rather

specific. Indeed, in this kind of domain, the vocabulary is precise and less

ambiguous. When one wants to seek information, he can express his

information need through a precise query. Such queries require specific

processing to obtain precise document answer. In this paper, we investigate

which effects can be achieved for information retrieval by integrating explicit

knowledge although an ontology to process precise queries.We add semantics

from ontology to handle a rich query language consisting of using query

dimensions and Boolean operators.We also present how the fusion of ranked

lists, generated using both text and image indexes, can contribute to solve

precisemultimodalqueriesand improve the retrievalperformance.

In the rest of this paper, we first present our problem through an example

of a multimodal query, and then some related works. We introduce the text

query module, and the image query module, respectively in sections 3 and 4.

We present in section 5 the technique used to fuse text and images. For the

evaluation (cf. section 6), we have investigated the medical CLEF-2005

collection.Finally,weconcludeand discussour futureworks (cf. section 7).

2.MEDICALMULTIMODALQUERIES

The example shown in Figure 1 is one of the 25 queries of theCLEFMedical

Image Retrieval Task [5]. The test collection used in this task contains images

with annotations in XML format. Each query is composed of example query

imagesand textdescriptions in natural language.

“Show me x-ray images

with fracturesof the femur”

Fig. 1.A typicalmulti-modalquery in theMedical ImageRetrievalTask

In this query, it is clear for a human reader that we are looking for images

that contain two elements: one part of the anatomy, namely a femur, and one

pathology, namely fracture. These two elements are semantically related. The

fracture is a pathology of abone such as the femur. These two elements should

be described in images whosemodality is x-ray. Thus, images that contain “a

fracture of a cranium”, or “a femur without fracture” are not relevant to this

query. By observing the set of queries in CLEF collection, we noticed that

almost queries have these elements (anatomy, pathology, and modality).

Hence we call these elements the dimensions of the query, and we make the

assumption that a relevant document, to one querywith dimensions, is the one

that fulfils correctly to thesedimensions.

In order to take into account this concept of dimensions, initially it is

necessary to define and identify them. The dimensions depend on the

organization of the studied domain and can be described through external

resources (thesaurus, ontology, etc.). These resources contain terms that

describe the dimensions. Thus, in order to identify dimensions from

queries/documents, we need to extract all terms from each query/document

and verify towhich dimensiondoeseach conceptbelong.

As one document can contain more than one instance of the same

dimension, the presence of all the query dimensions in a document does not

imply systematically that such document is relevant. For this reason, we need

to take into account the relation between thequery dimensions at the document

level. This can be done by taking advantage of the rich information expressed

in the example query images. Indeed, images contain all query dimensions

(Anatomy, Pathology, and Modality), and also relations among them that

cannotbe fully transcribed into text.

We also notice that there aremany things that are invisible to the untrained

eye or that can notbe noticedwithout knowing it. For example, slight fractures

in bones can be very hard to see on an x-ray image as they are often very thin.

Thus,we think that textual information is inseparable from image data. Also, a

large fraction of medical image data becomes meaningless without its

associated textual descriptions. For all these reasons, we propose to take into

accountboth text and images to improve the retrieval results.

Thus, to resolvemedicalmultimodalqueries, it is clear that at first, wehave

to process each textual query in order to extract its dimensions and take them

into account into an IR system. Then,we have to process the query image field

to get complementary information toquery text field.

Several works have proposed approaches to combine text with images in

the image retrieval task. In [11], authors incorporate image annotations, thus,

the combination is done by query expansion: the first query is done image-
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based only. Then, the first k results are used for text-based retrieval. The

resulting scoresareweighted and combined to the final score.

Jeon et al. proposeacross-media relevancemodel to learn jointdistribution

of blobs andwords. They further proposed continuous-space relevancemodel

that learning the jointprobability ofwordsand regions, rather than blobs [7].

In [10], authors define a meta-language for representing text and images.

To transform images to this language, they segment all images into regionsand

cluster the setof all regions into blobs.Then, they create aco-occurrencemodel

of blobs and words in the textual image descriptions. The indices of the blobs

are fed into an information retrieval engine.Now, image- and text-information

can beused for retrieval.

Alvarez et al. calculate feature vectors for certain properties (texture, shape

and edge) of each image [1]. These features are used for image retrieval,

togetherwith amodel that assigns each description term akind of feature that it

may refer to.Thesecorrelationsare incorporated in the retrievalprocess.

In the next sections,we present howwe combine text and images to solve

themultimodalqueries.

3.TEXTQUERYPROCESSING

In this paper, we propose to use of the Vector Space Model (VSM) to index

textual documents/queries. There is noway for thismodel to take into account

the notion of query dimensions because the queries are considered as bags of

words [12].One possibility is to add semantics to the terms query before given

them as input of the VSM. Such semantics can be added from external

knowledgegiven throughontology.

The dimensions of one domain are relative to the ontology: a dimension

Odi is a sub tree of ontology.Thus, a dimension contains all terms belonging to

thecorresponding sub tree.

Several works proposed to use ontology during the querying process, in

particular, they expand the original query by knowledge given through the

ontology [2,13,14]. In next section, we propose our ontology-based approach

for solvingmultidimensionalqueries.

3.1.Using ontology to take into account thequery dimensions

Let us represent a query Q := (QTXT, QIMG), where QTXT is the text field, and

QIMG is the image field. QTXT := {t1, …, tn} is the set of all different terms

occurring in the text field. Extracting the query dimensions consists to split the

text field QTXT into different sub queries, each one corresponds to one

dimension di. Thus, we do a mapping between the text field QTXT and each

ontology dimensionOdi. Hence,we obtain, for each ontology dimensionOdi, a

query dimensionQdi :={tdi}, where tdi is a term occurring in the query text field

and in the ontology dimension Odi. We do not solve yet any term ambiguity

because the query belongs to a precise domain. Finally, the text field is

represented as followQTXT := {Qd1,…Qdi,…Qdn}, whereQdi is the sub query

corresponding to the dimensions di, and n is the number of dimensions

occurring in thequery.

Once the query dimensions extracted, we do a filtering to determine

documents that contain them. Thus, we query the whole document collection

using Qdi and select document in which at least one term of Qdi appears and

obtain a sub set Ddi of the collection. In order to solve the original

multidimensional query, we finally combine its dimensions using a Boolean

expression. A conjunction forces dimensions to be present together in the

document.We can reduce this constraint using a disjunction.We compute this

Boolean dimension constraint formula using all sub sets {Ddi}. For example,

for an initial query text fieldQTXT containing three dimensions, sub queriesQd1,

Qd2 and Qd3 are build, and Dd1, Dd2, Dd3 are obtained. If we decide that a

relevant document must include dimension d1 and dimension d2 or only

dimensiond3, we compute the sub document set by theBoolean formulaDTXT
= (Dd1�Dd2)�Dd3.

After this filtering, the next step is to rank the obtained sub setDTXT with

respect to the query text field QTXT. Thus, we query it using the full original

query text field QTXT using the VSM. Finally, we have the sub set DTXT that

represents a ranked list of document obtained through the process of the query

text field. This method is an extension of the approach we proposed in

multilingualCLEF2005 [6].

It is clear that the query text field is precise specifying explicitly the

dimensions, but it doesnot contain enough information to describe the relations

between them. Thus, we consider that query image field contains

complementary information to the text field, and we propose to use it during

the retrieval process. Our principal hypothesis is that documents retrieved both

by text processing and image processing are most relevant than document

retrieved only by one separate media. Hence, we propose to use the query

image field QIMG. Our goal is also to show that fusion of image and text can

givebetter results than separate results. In the following sectionwedescribeour

approach of imageprocessing.

4. IMAGEQUERYPROCESSING

We have applied the VisMed approach [8] on the CLEF Medical Image

Retrieval task.We designed 39 VisMed terms that are both relevant to the 25

query topics and that correspond to typical semantic regions in the medical

images.Fig. 2 illustratesonevisual exampleeach from these39VisMed terms.

Fig. 2.Visual examples (oneeach) for the39VisMed terms

Based on 0.3% (i.e. 158 images) of the 50,026 images from the 4

collections plus 96 images obtained from theweb (i.e. tominimize thenumber

of images selected from the test collection),wemanually cropped 1460 image

regions to train and validate the VisMed terms using SVMs. For a given

VisMed term, the negative samples are the union of the positive samples of all

the other 38 VisMed terms. We ensure that they do not contain any of the

positive and negative query images given by the query topics. The odd and

even entries of the cropped regions are used as training and validation sets

respectively (i.e. 730 each) to optimize the RBF kernel parameter of support

vector machines. Both the training and validation sets are then combined to

forma larger training set to retrain the39VisMeddetectors.

During image indexing, the39 trainedVisMed detectors are applied to the

small regions in a medical image obtained in a sliding window manner [8,9].

After multi-scale reconciliation [8,9], an image block Z in a grid-based image

index contains a vector of detection confidence values ofVisMed terms, Ti(Z),

which is aggregated (averaged)over thedetection vectoron smaller regions zk,

�=
k

kii zT
n

ZT )(
1

)( (1)

4.1. Similarity-BasedRetrievalwithVisualQuery

Given two images represented as different grid patterns ofTi(Z), we developed

a flexible tiling (FlexiTile) matching scheme [8] to cover all possible matches.

For instance, given a query imageQIMG of 3X 1grid and an imageZ of 3X 3

grid, intuitively QIMG should be compared to each of the 3 columns in Z and

the highest similarity will be treated as the final matching score. In this paper,

we denote the similarity between query imagesQIMG and database imageZ as

�(QIMG,Z).

4.2. Semantics-BasedRetrievalwithTextQuery
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A new visual query language, Query by Spatial Icons (QBSI), has been

developed to combinepatternmatching and logical inference [9]. In this paper,

we extend QBSI with spatial quantifiers and apply it to medical semantics-

based retrieval where the queries are text description and the query processing

is carried on image indexesbased onVisMed terms.

A QBSI query is composed as a spatial arrangement of visual semantics.

AVisualQuery Term (VQT)P specifies a regionRwhere aVisMed i should

appear and a query formulas chains these terms up via logical operators. The

truth valueµ(P,Z) of aVQTP for any imageZ is simplydefined as

( ), ( )iP T Rµ � = (2)

whereTi(R) isdefined inEq. (1).

In ourexperiments, themedical images are indexed as3X1,3X2,3X3,

2 X3, and 1X3 grids, depending on their original aspect ratios.When a query

involves thepresenceof aVisMed term in a region larger than asingleblock in

a grid and its semantics prefers a larger area of presence of theVisMed term to

have a good match (e.g. entire kidney, skin lesion, chest x-ray images with

tuberculosis),Eq. (2)will become

( )
( )

,
| |

j
i jZ R
T Z

P
R

µ
�

� =
�

(3)

where Zj are the blocks in a grid that cover R and |R| denotes the number of

such blocks.This corresponds to aspatial universal quantifier (�).

On the other hand, if a query only requires the presence of aVisMed term

within a region regardless of the area of the presence (e.g. presence of a bone

fracture, presence of micro nodules), then the semantics is equivalent to the

spatial existential quantifier (�) andEq. (2)will becomputed as

( ), max ( )
jZ R i jP T Zµ �� = (4)

A QBSI query P can be specified as a disjunctive normal form of VQT

(with or without negation). Then the query processing of query P for any

image Z is to compute the truth value µ(P,Z) using appropriate logical

operators using min/max fuzzy operations. The mathematical details can be

found in [9].

For the query processing in ImageCLEF 2005, a query text description is

manually translated into aQBSI querywith the help of a visual query interface

[9] that outputs an XML format to state the VisMed terms, the spatial regions,

theBoolean operators, and thespatial quantifiers. Asan illustration, query 02 in

the Medical Image Retrieval Task “Show me x-ray images with fractures of

the femur” is translated as “�xray-bone � whole � �xray-pelvis � upper �

�xray-bone-fracture�whole” where “whole” and “upper” refer to the whole

imageand upperpart of an image respectively.

4.3.Combining Similarity- andSemantics-BasedRetrieval

If a query topic is representedwith both query images and text description,we

can combine the similarities resulting from query processing using the

FlexiTile matching scheme [8] and the fuzzy matching scheme [9]. A simple

scheme would be a linear combination of �(QIMG,Z) and µ(P,Z) with � �

[0,1],

�(P,QIMG,x)=�·µ(P,Z)+ (1-�) ·�(QIMG,Z) (9)

where � is the overall similarity and the optimal � can be determined

empirically using even sampling at0.1 intervals.

Finally, after the query image processing, we obtain, for a given query image

QIMG, a ranked document listDIMG.

5.TEXTANDIMAGEFUSION

Wehave two ranked document listsDIMG andDTXT. In order to obtain aunique

ranked document listDQ for each queryQ, we propose to fusion the two lists

DTXT and DIMG using different simple strategies. As we are working on the

same document collection D, we make the hypothesis that the absolute

Relevance Status Value (RSV) should be the same in the two lists. In practice

of course they differs.Wehave then to rescale theRSVof the two lists using a

linear transformation so that theRSVof the top document is alwaysequal to 1.

Then,we used two simplemerging techniques based onRSVTXT (theRSV

obtained during the textprocessing), andRSVIMG (theRSVobtained during the

image processing). Thus, for each document in both ranked list, eitherwe keep

the best ranking value (RSV := Maximum (RSVTXT, RSVIMG)), or we compute

an average value (RSV := x RSVTXT + (1-x) RSVIMG, when x is a constant).

Keeping the best value follows thehypothesis that onemedia (textor image) is

better to answer a query. Computing the average supposes that the two media

arealwaysparticipating to the ranking.

In the next section we present experimental results obtained taking into

accountquerydimensionsandmedia fusion.

6.EXPERIMENTALEVALUATION

For this experiment, we have used the ImageCLEFmed-2005 Collection and

the MeSH1 ontology. For the current task, the dimensions Anatomy,

Pathology, andModality correspond respectively to the sub treesAnatomy[A],

Diseases[C] and Analytical, Diagnostic and Therapeutic Techniques and

Equipment[E]of theMeSHontology.

6.1.The ImageCLEFmed-2005 corpus

As part of the Cross Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF), the ImageCLEF

2005 track [5] has a Medical Image Retrieval (MedIR) task in 2005. The test

collection contains 50,026 images and annotations in XML format. The

majority of the annotations are in English but a significant number is also in

French andGerman,with a few cases that do not contain any annotation at all.

The25 queries for theMedIR task havebeen formulatedwith example images

and short textualdescriptions.

For the text indexing part, we used the XIOTA experimental system [3].

All documents from the same language are following a parallel processing

path. Documents in a given language from all collection are merged in the

same indexing matrix. We used the LTC indexing scheme of the VSM for

both query and document vectors. Each query languagewas used to query the

corresponding index matrix. We finally fused all three language results by

selecting only the bestmatching valuewhen the samedocumentwas retrieved

from several languages in the same time. Taking themaximumvaluebetween

languages emphasized the language where the matching was more efficient.

For the image indexing part, we used themulti-scale detection-based approach

asdescribeaboveand also inourpreviouswork [8,9].

6.2.Experimental results

Table1.Resultsobtained byquery text field processing.

Hypothesis MAP (%) Comparisonwith

baseline (%)

H1 0.1956 +13.39

H2 0.2075 +20.28

H3 0.1463 -17.90

H4 0.2130 +23.47

The baseline result obtained using theVSMwithout taking into accountquery

dimensions has aMeanAveragePrecision (MAP) of 0.1725. To carry out the

multi-dimension querying,wehavemade four implicit hypotheses. The results

obtained are presented in Table 1 where rows correspond to the hypotheses,

and values correspond to the results and their variation rates compared to the

baseline.Herewepresent the fourhypotheses.

1 MeSH: Medical Subject Headings:

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/meshhome.html [visited on 20/10/2005]
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H1: “Relevant documents must include at least one of the three query

dimensions”. With this hypothesis, we obtain an improvement of the result

about 13.39%. In this case, we supposed that all dimensions have the same

importance in the query. This assumption is not always valid. Indeed, terms

describing modality in the query are not discriminative (ex: a CT2 can be “an

image of a liver” or “an image of an emphysema”, etc.). Also, the terms

describing the pathology are, sometimes, ambiguous (ex: a fracture can be “a

fracture of a femur” or “a fracture of a cranium”, etc.). So, it seems that the

anatomy is themost important dimension because it is discriminative and non

ambiguous.Thus,wealsomake the followinghypotheses:

H2:“Relevant documentsmust contain the anatomy, or else the pathology, or

else themodality”.With thishypothesis,we improve the result about20.28%.

H3: “Relevant documents must include all the three query dimensions”.

Normally, this hypothesis should outperform the result but experiments

confirm the inverse (decreasing of 17.90%).After analysing the collection,we

noticed that this result is due to the fact that the CLEF documents do not

usually contain terms describing the modality. For this reason, we prefer the

following assumption:

H4: “Relevant documents must contain the anatomy and the pathology

dimensions”.Thus,weobtainourbest resultwith an improvementof23.47%.

These results confirm the importance of using dimensions during the

querying process. As we could not take into account all the query dimensions

and thus, relations between them through the textprocessing,we think that this

result can be enhanced using the complementary information present in the

images. Hence, we try to compute a unique ranked document list from those

obtained during the text querying process and the image querying process. For

this test, we propose to use the two lists that correspond to the hypotheses that

performbetterour results (H2 andH4).We also use the list obtained during the

imagequerying processwith aMAPof0.921.

We try two different strategies tomerge these two lists: for each document

in both lists, either we keep the best ranking (Fusion-max), or we compute an

average value (Fusion-Average, where x = 0.5). The obtained results are

presented inTable2.

Table2.Resultsobtained by text and image fusion.

Hypotheses Text Fusion-Average Fusion-Max

H2 0.2075 0.2884 (+38.98%) 0.2355 (+13.49%)

H4 0.2130 0.2806 (+31.73%) 0.2406 (+12.29%)

Results show clearly that both visual and textual participate to the ranking.

It is finally very interesting to notice that this combination outperforms both

text-only and image-only resultsby a largeamount.

The results with different values of x are presented in Table 3. For these

tests,weused the ranked document list corresponding to thehypothesisH2 that

gave ourbest result duringmedia fusion. The results show that the best result is

obtainedwhen x is equal to 0.5.These results confirm thatboth text and images

are important and complementary to solvemultimodalqueries.

Table3.Resultsobtained bymedia fusion.

x 0 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 1

MAP 0.223 0.254 0.282 0.2884 0.275 0.266 0.207

7.CONSLUSIONANDFUTUREWORK

In this paper we have discussed a way of incorporating external knowledge,

given into ontology, to resolvemulti-dimensionalmultimodal queries.We also

used simple strategies to fusion text and images. We have performed

evaluation on the ImageCLEFmed-2005 collection. In particular, we foundout

that external knowledge can be effectively used, and it always improves

performance compared to the baseline.We also foundout that results obtained

using text-image fusion is farbetter than results obtainedwhenprocessing each

2 Computed Tomography

media separately. These experimental results show that while most queries are

better handled by the text query processing as most semantic information are

contained in the medical text cases, both textual and visual ontology

dimensionsarecomplementary in improving the resultsduringmedia fusion.

We used this approach during our participation to the CLEF-2005

campaign and we have obtained the best result [4]. The obtained results

encourage us to study the use of dimensions during the documents processing

and, if necessary, to set up a new multi-dimensions indexing model. We will

also study themedia fusion at indexing time, and perhaps introduce an “inter-

media”document indexingmodel.
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